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Attention: 

Special dry guiding do not 

grease or clean with solvents. 

Attention: maximum weight 

400 kg incl. construction above 

the columns (top support 

frame, table top etc.). 

Alteration of the system in any 

form is not permitted. 
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Safety Information 

 

Dear customer, 

 

In choosing a TM 262 model, you have decided to acquire a technically advanced table support system. Your TM 

262 has been manufactured inhouse with the utmost care and precision and has passed numerous quality and 

safety checks to ensure troublefree and safe operation. You can significantly contribute your long-term 

satisfaction with your TM 262 model. 

 

 

Important Safety Information: 

 

1. Assembly and operation of the motor-driven guide column must be in accordance with these assembly 

instructions otherwise there is a risk of injury! 

2. The table support is soley intended to serve the purpose of ergonomic adjustments for your desk in 

accordance with the weights and measurements given in these instructions. Any usage other than that 

mentioned above is inappropriate; the manufacturer disclaims liability for any resulting damages. In 

such cases all risk is carried by the user. 

3. Please also take into account the general legal and other regulations and legal provisions that are 

applicable – including those that apply in the operator’s country – as well as the applicable enviromental 

protection regulations. The regulations of trade associations or other supervisory authorities that are in 

force locally must always be observed! 

4. The manufacturer cannot be held responsible for any losses or damage resulting from unauthorised 

modifications of the TM 262. 

5. Store the Assembly and Operation Instructions close to the device. 

6. Do not leave Children unattended with the table support. Children cannot estimate the danger of the 

force that the table support has. 

7.  Keep other objects away to eliminate any danger of jamming or crushing them. 

8.  The assembly site should be dry, dust-free and no direct sunlight. 

9.  The socket for connection with the mains must be installed by a licensed electritian in order to avoid 

any hazard to persons or objects. 

10.  Please pay attention to further notices in the manual “control units, control box, operator controls” 

 

Provided the above guidelines are adhered to, you will enjoy many years of satisfaction from your TM 262. For 

any further enquiries please do not hesitate to contact us.  
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Screw tight! 

Screw plate against bracket 

(don’t screw tight) 

Screw plate against bracket 

(don’t screw tight) 

 

Screw tight! 
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Finally plug in the power cord 

into the plug. 
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Attention: 

Special dry guiding do not 

grease or clean with solvents. 
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Using the handswitch TMU30 

 
Connection from the handswitch to the controlbox 
Connect the handswitch tot he correct port of the controlbox. 
 
 
General functions: 
 
1.  Initialize the controlbox (manual reset) 
 

The controlbox must be initialised. Keep the ‘up’ and ‘down’ button pressed until the table reaches is’t 
lowest position and the controlbox gives an acoustic signal. 

 
2.  Using the handswitch to move the table Up or Down 
 

- Press the UP button to move the table up. 
- Press the DOWN button to move the table down. 
The table moves as long as you press a button. 

 
 
3.  Save a position (memory) 
 

- Set the table height with ‘UP/DOWN’. 
- Press M  3 x to get in to the memory mode. 
- Then press M1, M2 of M3 within  ± 5 seconds to save the chosen height. 
- The controlbox ‘beeps’ as a signal to confirm saving is completed. 

 
 
4.  Calling a stored position 
 

- Press M1, M2 or M3  until the stored position is reached.  
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Error messages in the display + reset (first use) 

 
 

TMU 30 

Code Description Solution 

A0 SC-Reset OK  

A63 THD-Display overflow 

A64 Forced reset The controlbox must be initialised. Keep 
the ‘up’ and ‘down’ button pressed until 
the table reaches is’t lowest position and 
the controlbox gives an acoustic signal. 

A65 Child safety device 
 

Deactivate the child safety device by 
pressing the ‘M’ button for 10 seconds. 

A66 (Extra) safety handswitch 
 

A second (release) manual switch must be 
connected. 

A67 (Extra) safety handswitch 
 

A69 Safety strip not connected Connect the safety strip aan. 

A6F Travel monitoring The controlbox has detected an error 
when moving the table. 
The table may have seized or be 
overloaded: 

- Remove the defect and then 
move the table briefly in the 
opposite direction. 

A motor is not properly conected tot he 
controlbox: 

- The controlbox must be 
initialised. Keep the ‘up’ and 
‘down’ button pressed until the 
table reaches is’t lowest position 
and the controlbox gives an 
acoustic signal. 

A70 Hall-sensor; no signaal Contact your supplier. 

A71 Hall-sensor; wrong direction of motor 

A72 Motor missing / no connection 

A73 Motor missing / no current 

A79 Link missing 2nd controlbox Contact your supplier. 

A7A Link missing 2nd controlbox 

A7B Link missing 2nd controlbox 

A7C Link missing 2nd controlbox 

AC9 Duty cycle  The drives were operated longer than 
permitted. In order to protect the 
controlbox from overheating operation is 
blocked fort he next few minutes. After 
this time the drives can be moved again. 

ACA Overheat  

A07 Motor(s) overheat  

Reset the system for first use; 

Keep the ‘up’ and ‘down’ button pressed until the table reaches is’t lowest 

position and the controlbox gives an acoustic signal. 
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Contact 

 

 

 

 

 

A&E Trading b.v. 

Lorentzpark 13 

9351 VJ Leek 

T 0594 58 11 58 

F 0594 58 11 68 

I  www.aetrading.nl 

E sales@aetrading.nl 

BTW NL808938605 B01 

KvK Groningen 02070188 

 

 

 

 

http://www.aetrading.nl/
mailto:sales@aetrading.nl
https://www.facebook.com/AE-Trading-bv-507671105972931/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/a&e-trading-b-v-?trk=NUS-body-company-name
https://twitter.com/AETrading
https://www.youtube.com/user/AETradingbv

